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Abstract
A wide variety of methods using data mining approaches for web data has been proposed and achieved
success. Especially in the field of analyzing collective data of text, the approaches and systems which are
accumulating documents as collective intelligence along with the extracted features of documents have
attracted interest and have been energetically studied. Based on such a background, the aim of this study is to
extract essential features from documents and suggest certain documents for contribution to knowledge
accumulation.

1. Association Rule
In this study, the collective documents are formulated as a termterm 1
document matrix and an association rule based approach is applied in
order to extract some characteristic terms throughout the documents. For
term 2
example, a term-document matrix A is composed of the number of terms A =
term 3
in each document and each row and column in the matrix represents
term 4
term and document dn.
Association rule is a well-know analysis method to find helpful
combination of items throughout a large combinatorial space of item sets. In the analysis
and confidence are used as the quality measures on a transaction set T, like follows,
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2. Characterization of Documents
The support measure is defined to find frequently appeared combination of items and the confidence
measure is defined to find scarcity but strong combination of items. In the context of this study, we consider
the support as an approach to obtain common knowledge and also consider the confidence as an approach to
obtain precious information. And an essential term set is composed of terms which are extracted by the rule
based on the support or confidence principle, as follows,
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And the characterization scheme is based on the relationship measured by distance between the essential
term set and each documents.

3. Document retrieval
To find particular document which has possibility of contribution to knowledge, a document retrieval
method, which is based on latent semantic analysis (LSA), is introduced. A singular value decomposition for
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a term-document matrix A and its k-dimensionality reduction formula Â are represented as follows,
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In the method, a distance between the extracted essential term set and each document is measured by
some prescribed criteria, for example cosine values, as follows,
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where d is a row vector (a document) in a right singular matrix Vk , and qˆ is a concept space generated
by the LSA, as follows,
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Fig. 1 illustrates the change of cosine values for experimental
120 documents by following similarity measures,
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and Fig. 2 shows correlation of the cosine values.

Fig. 1. Change of cosine values

In this way, the documents which have higher similarity
for the essential terms are selected as a result and the
documents which have higher similarity contribute to
knowledge accumulation and collective intelligence,
eventually.
4. Discussion
In the implementation of systems such as working in
corporation with web based text data, computational procedure for
the introduced methods should be studied further and especially for
the large size data, other statistical approaches also should be taken
into account.

Fig. 2. Correlation of the similarities
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